Introduction
Multilayer feedforward neural networks (NNs) have been experimentally shown to be quite effective in many different applications (see Applications of Neural Networks in [3] , together with Part F: Applications of Neural Computation and Part G: Neural Networks in Practice: Case Studies from [13] ). This success has led researchers to undertake a rigorous analysis of the mathematical properties that enable them to perform so well, and has generated two directions of research:
one to find existence /constructive proofs for what is now known as the "universal approximation problem" (Le., any continuous function can be approximated arbitrarily well by a NN); another one to find tight bounds on the number of neurons (size) needed by the approximation problem (or some particular cases). This paper will prove several bounds-based on the entropy of the data-set-on the size of NNs for classification problems. In Section 2 we introduce several notations and in Section 3 we briefly go through some pervious results. The proof will be given in Section 4. It is based on computing the number-ofbits needed for representing the data-set as the quotient between the volume of a ball containing all the examples (rough approximation) and the volume of a minimum hypercube [6] .
Because all the examples from one class always lie inside the intersection of two balls, we shall compute the volume of this intersection. Using this volume it can be proven that the required number-of-bits is slightly lower. Finally, based on previous bounds on the magnitude of the weights of threshold gates, we shall bound the size of NNs solving the classification problem specified by the data-set.
TigM Bounds on the Size of Neural Networks for Classiflcallon Problems
Several Notations

In this paper a network is an acyclic graph having several input nodes (inputs) and some (at least one) output nodes (outputs). If with each edge a synaptic weight is associated and each node computes the weighted sum of its inputs to which a nonlinear activation function is then applied (artijicial neuron): the network is a NN ( w ,~l R are the synaptic weights, 8 EIR is the threshold, A is the number of inputs of one neuron, and (r is a non-linear activation function).
A classification problem is defined by a set of m examples tie., data-set) belonging to k different classes. For simplicity we shall limit the number of classes to two (k= 2), known as a dichotomy, but all our results are valid in general. Now: 
The distance between two vectors (examples) is the classical Euclidean distance:
For characterising the data-set, we also define the minimum and the maximum Bn[c,rJ = { X E IRn: d i s t , ( c , x ) l r } ; (6) if n = 2 this is a round disc; if n = 3 it is a round ball.
We shall denote by p, the n-dimensional Lebesgue memure in IR". If A c IR2, 
Previous Results
The problem to find the smallest size NN which can realize an arbitrary function given a set of m vectors (examples, or points) in n dimensions is not new. Many results have been obtained for NNs having a threshold activation function. This is probably due to the fact that this line of research was continuing on the rigorous results already obtained in the literature dealing with threshold logic from the mid 60s (see references in [7, SI) . Probably the first lower bound on the size of a threshold gate circuit for "almost all" n-ary Boolean functions was given by Neciporuk in 1964: size 2 2 (2 "In) 1'2 [20] . Later, Lupanov has proven a very tight upper bound: existence lower bound for arbitrary Boolean functions has been presented.
For classification problems, one of the first result was that a NN with only one hidden layer having m -1 nodes could compute an arbitrary dichotomy (sufficient condition). The main improvements have been as follows:
presented a NN with one hidden layer having rm/nl neurons capable of realizing an arbitrary dichotomy on a set of m points in general position in IR"; if the points are on the comers of the n-dimensional hypercube (i.e., binary vectors), m -1 nodes are still needed; 0 a slightly tighter bound was proven in [16]: only rl + (m-2)/nl neurons are needed in the hidden layer for realizing an arbitrary dichotomy on a set of m points which satisfy a more relaxed topological assumption (only the points form a sequence from some subsets are required to be in general position); also, the m -1 nodes condition was shown to be the least upper bound needed; 0 Arai [2] showed that m -1 hidden neurons are necessary for arbitrary separability (any mapping between input and output for the case of binary-valued units), but improved the bound for the two-category classification problem to m / 3 (without any condition on the inputs). These results show that for binary inputs the size grows exponentially (as rn I 2 "). Some existence lower bounds for the arbitrary dichotomy problem are (see [14]): a depth-2 NN requires at least m / [n log(rn/n)] hidden neurons (if m 2 3n); 0 a depth-3 NN requires at least 2(m/logm)1'2 neurons in each of the two hidden layer (if m >> n ' ); this bound is identical to the one presented in [20] for m=2";
an arbitrarily interconnected NN without feedback needs (2m /logm) ' /* neurons (if m >> n 2>. Several other bounds for arbitrary Boolean functions can be found in [22] . All of these are: (i) revealing a gap between the upper and the lower bounds, thus encouraging research efforts to reduce (or even close) these gaps; (ii) suggesting that networks with more hidden layers might have a smaller size.
rxl is the ceiling of x, Le., the smallest integer greater than or equal to x, and Lxd is the floor of x, i.e., the largest integer less than or qual to x. in this paper all the logarithms are taken to base 2. 
Entropy Bounds
A different approach to classification problems has been presented in [6] ; it is based on computing the entropy (see also [l] and [25] ) of the data-set. Two bounds on the number-ofbits have been proven: a constructive one
and an existence one #bits = 0 (m logm). For arbitrary Boolean functions, the two bound are equivalent as m = 2 n, which gives #bits = 0 (n a 2 ") for both of them.
Because we shall build on the O(mn) constructive bound (S), we present here a sketch of proof (for details see [6] ).
Sketch of pro@ Find the examples (from the two different classes) which are the closest to one another: xd,yd, (the distance between them is d ) . Translate the origin of the axes into x,, and rotate the axes such as the origin (i.e., x,,) and y,,, represent the opposite comers of a hypercube. The side length is l=d/&, and we can use it as a step to quantize the whole space. As there are no examples situated at a distance closer than d, it is certain that there will be no hypercube containing examples from the two different classes.
Because the largest distance is D, there is a ball in IRn of radius D which contains all the m examples (see Fig. 1 ). All the m + (resp. m -) examples are contained inside a ball of radius D centered in that example from the opposite class which is used to determine the largest distance D: yDt (resp. x,). There are only three possible cases:
all the examples are in the sub-space determined by the intersection of two balls (see Fig. 1 
It becomesclear that a better bound on the number-of-bits can be obtained if instead of the volume Vbdl used in (9), one uses the volume of the intersection of two balls V ( D , n) as in Fig1.a (which is the worst case).
Proposition 1. m e meusure (i.e. the 'volume') of the intersection of two balls in IR" of the sane radius r E IR+\ {O}, placed such that the center of each one is on
the boundary of the other one, is V (r, n) = 2 a (n -1) r . a (n) with:
The given problem can be rewritten as follows: let c1 = (0, 0, ... , 0) and c2 = (r, 0, .. . , 0); compute V ( r , n) = p,, ( E, [c,, r] A E,, [c,, r] ). As it will be seen, V ( r , n ) can be written as V(r, n) = k (n) . r for a suitable 'constant' k (n). This can be deduced from the observation that, under a homothetic expansion of factor r, B,, [O, rl n B,, [(r, 0, ... , 0) , r] is the image of E,, [0, 11 n E, [(l, 0, .. . , 0), 11. Formally, if we define:
(10) h , : IR" + IRn: x + r . x then and hence k(n)=V(l,n).
Tight Bounds on the Sire of Neural Networks for Classification Problems
Entropy Bounds
The "geometric" idea for computing V (r, n) goes as follows: assume that n = 3 and observe that by symmetry V ( r , n) is twice the volume of a segment of a sphere (the part of a sphere situated on one side of a plane). The pIane in n = 3 becomes a hyperplane in IRn; it is the hyperplane containing the n -1 ball (i.e., from IRn-') representing the 'intersection' of the two balls [5]. The volume of a segment of a sphere can be computed by summing the 'volume' of very thin cylinders, or, at the limit, by summing the 'area' of the thin discs.
= pn ( B , 10, rl nB,, [(r,O, . .., 01, rl ) (due to symmetry) = 2 p , ( B n [ 0 , r 1 n B , [(r,O, ..., O ) , r ] n { X E IRn:x12r/2})(FUbini's theorem) r (change of variable:
= 2 a (n -1) r -* Idp [I -(p / r ) 1 (nsine = p / r, dp = r cose de)
where a (n) = n / 6
Using integration by parts we can derive a 'recurrence formula' for a (n). Let: 
Because a dichotomy can be solved either for the positive, or for the negative examples, we can choose the smallest of these two sets: min (m+, m-) _< m/2, and the proof is concluded.
0
Finally, from these results we can obtain the following bounds on the size of NNs solving a dichotomy problem. 
Conclusions
Based on the entropy of the data-set, this paper has presented a new nonconstructive proof on the size of NNs for solving a dichotomy. The resulting lower and upper bounds are tight.
Although the proof for the number-of-bits is constructive, the shape of the bounding space does not lend itself easily to practical applications. Bounding the space with a ball, or the intersection of two balls-which, as we have seen, is theoretically possible-is computationally too difficult. For all practical cases, the simplest bounding space is a hypercube. By taking a hypercube of side length 2 0 the problem can be solved, but unfortunately we have to pay by a logarithmic increase on the number-of bits:
Presently, we are working on this particular aspect by trying to use other co-ordinates (e.g., polar co-ordinates instead of the rectangular ones). 
IWANN
SCOPE
Neural cnrnputation is considered here in the dual perspective of analysis (as science) and synthesis (as engineering). As a science of analysis, r 11 computation seeks to help neurology, brain theory, arid cognitive psychoLugy in the understanding of the functioning of the Nervous Systems by means of computational models of neurons, neural nets and subcellular processes, with the possibility of using electronics and computers as a alaboratoryB in which cognitive processes can be simulated and hypothesis proven without having to act directly upon living beings. As a syntlwsis engineering, neural computation seeks to complement the symbolic perspcctive of Artificial Intelligence (AI), using the biologically inspired models of distributed, aelf-progmmming and self-organizing networks, to solve those non-;ilgorithmic problems of function approximation and pattern classification having to do with changing and only partially known environments. Fault tolerance and dynamic reconfiguration are other basic advantages of neural nets.
In the sea of meetings, congresses and workshops on ANN's, IWANN'97 focus on the three subjects that most concern us: ( I ) The seeking of biologically inspired new models of local computation architectures and learning along with the organizational principles behind of the complexity of intelligent behavior.
(2) The searching for some methodological contributions in the analysis and design of knowledge-based ANN's, instead of d nets), and in the reduction of the knowledge level to the subsymbolic implementation level.
(3) The cooperation with symbolic AI, with the integration of connectionist and symbolic processing in hybrid and multi-strategy approaches for perception, decision and control tasks, as well as for case-based reasoning, concepts formation and learning.
'lb contribute to the posing and partially solving of these global topics, lH'ANN'97 offer a brain-storming interdisciplinary forum in advanced Neural Computation for scientists and engineers from biology neuroanatomy, computational nenrophysiology. molecular biology, biophysics, linguistics, psychology, mathematics and physics, computer science, artificial intelligence, parallel computing. analog and digital elcctroiiics. :~tlva~~ced computer architectures, revcrsc engineering. cngnitive sciences and all the concerncd applicd doniains (sensory systcms ilnd signal processing. mnnitoring. diagnosis. classilicatinii and decision inakiiiE, intclliEcnt control iiiid sutiervisinn.
